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2021 Newly Sponsored
Students

Significant disruptions to
education by COVID-19
The Trustees recognise that communication has been an issue in the last couple of years. We would
like to thank you for your patience and continued support and assure you that we have been
working behind the scenes to improve this. We are planning to return to regular newsletters and
have been working with a volunteer to improve the website, to make it more interactive and
informative. In Rwanda our work since foundation in 2007 has been recognised at government level
and we will endeavour to keep you updated with what this means on the ground. There are exciting
developments unfolding and RSVP will be monitoring these closely to assess how we can best
contribute.
Education today for zero aid tomorrow - watch this space!

From the RSVP Trustees

Simon, Kath, Niall, Japhet, Fulgence & Catriona

Image - World map of 24-hour relative average
utilization of from the Internet Census of 2012
(Carna Botnet), June – October 2012. Key: from
red (high), to yellow, green (average), light
blue, and dark blue (low). [1]

RSVP has
eventually been
able to sponsor a
new cohort of S1
students to
secondary
boarding school
due to the
generosity of its
supporters.

Significant disruptions to
education by COVID-19
It has been recognized that the pandemic’s disruption to
education
has these
been rising
felt much
Watch
out for
stars more dramatically in low
and middle-income countries [1]. Less of the population
have internet access and online infrastructure. Beyond the
issue of learning from home, the pandemic is expected to
cause school drop-out rates to reach a recent high [2] and
could put additional 150 million people in the world back
into poverty [3]. These inequalities that have intensified in
education and will also extend to wider life. Rwanda was

This newsletter is
going to take the
opportunity to
introduce the new
S1 sponsored
students.

not immune to these effects.
A very positive sign that came from these disruptions is
the huge acceleration in connecting those to the internet
who have been without it so far [4]. Bridging the global
broadband gap will both support quality education and is
a key pillar in social progress.
During

the

pandemic

Rwanda

had

an

expansion

of

education online and on TV. Radio was also utilized with
the recognition this was the most accessible form of
communication in the country for all.

Darlène Hope Ineza
Darlène Hope is the student from Mihabura
primary school. Her family are Burundian
refugees due to political situations in 2015
(Burundi

is

a

small

country

bordering

Rwanda in the South with a very similar
language).
Following
locally,

precarious

Darlène's

living

father

conditions

returned

to

Burundi and her mother stayed with their 5
children. Darlène Hope is the fourth child.
The first 3 children of Darlène's family are
in secondary school. A ray of hope in the
Image – Darlene Hope Ineza and her mother

family is that Darlène’s mother was hired 2
weeks ago as a Mihabura teacher.

Our trustee Catriona Young actually taught one of Darlène Hope’s older brother (Wesley)
when he was a P6 pupil during her teaching placement in 2016/17. She remembers him as

Watch
out for
these rising
starswell.
another very bright and determined
student
destined
to do very

Image – Darlène (in the red jumper) on the Mihabura educational trip to
Nyungwe forest alongside her 3 siblings in 2017. Wesley on the far right.

Brings the total sponsored secondary students to 29
currently with this new S1 cohort of students .

Omar Mbonabucya
Omar

attended

Ryankana

primary

school.
Sadly

Omar’s

father

passed

away

a

number of years ago. According to the
testimonies
desperate

of

the

lack

teachers,
of

Omar’s

necessities

throughout all his primary schooling
was well known. In fact a teacher at
Ryankana primary was the one who
paid for the P4-P6 school materials for
him despite her own tough income. The
local community know Omar’s family is
very much in need - that even eating
daily is not guaranteed.
Image – Omar Mbonabucya and his mother

Idi Itangishaka
Idi is awaiting to attend Gihundwe
boarding school. Although the term
began

the

start

of

November,

Idi’s

father feared despite RSVP covering
the tuition fees that he we go without
any of the vital materials so requested
he was supported to attend the local
secondary school.
The decision has been changed to go
boarding school and we are sure with
Idi’s

great

success

in

the

national

examination in P6 will mean he will
catch up in no time!

Image – Idi Itangishaka and his father

Billy Uwimana
Billy comes from an area within village
called Kibangira. Many of the families that
live there resettled from another flooded
area a number of years ago and are among
the poorest of Bugarama village.
Even amongst Billy’s Kibangira school peers,
his living conditions were described as very
poor. This pupil lacked everything: school
materials, clothes, school uniform, shoes,
etc. His own teachers from primary school
contributed school materials and mattress
as he starts this next step in his education
which he never imagined would be at a top
boarding school.
Image – Billy Uwimana's mother

Image – Map of Bugarama village with the Kibangira area circled (where Billy is from)

David Ishimwe
David

Ishimwe

was

supported

by

his

school to get his school materials and
meal at lunchtime. His classmates also
contributed to buy candles for him to do
his homework at home in the evenings.
The headteacher of Bugarama-Cité has
matched

RSVP’s

support

by

promising

that the school (his primary) will buy the
mattress for David and he will bring David
personally

to

his

boarding

school

to

encourage him.

Image – David Ishimwe and
his mother

In summary ...

Table - Details of the new cohort of S1 students selected for RSVP
sponsorship
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